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Abstract

Demand forecasting and price optimization are critical aspects of profitability
for retailers in a supply chain. Retailers need to adopt innovative strategies
to optimize pricing and increase profitability. This research paper proposes
a price optimization approach for retailers using machine learning. The
approach involves using linear regression to forecast demand incorporating
price as an input, followed by price optimization taking into account inven-
tory and perishability costs. The feasibility of using linear regression for
price optimization for Stock Keeping Units (SKUs) is assessed using a fea-
sibility index. The linear regression can predict the demand more accurately
(23% Mean Absoulute Percentage Error (MAPE)) compared to exponential
smoothing with optimised smoothing constant (47.09% MAPE) for 1000
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SKUs. Also, the feasibility index can segregate the SKUs with an accuracy
of 99%. The machine learning-based demand forecasting can assist retailers
in accurately predicting customer demand and improving pricing decisions,
while the feasibility index enables retailers to identify SKUs that require
alternative pricing strategies.

Keywords: Demand forecasting, price optimization, inventory, linear
regression, price elasticity, feasibility index.

1 Introduction

In a supply chain, the retailer is an important component as it acts as a link
between the manufacturer and the customers, enabling the flow of goods.
Retailers are at the forefront of supply chain responsiveness [1]. They play
a vital role in minimizing stockouts, reducing lead times, and increasing
product variety. There are majorly two kinds of retailing i.e., through offline
retail outlets and through e-commerce platforms. Although, offline retailing
dominates the market share but as noted by [2], there has been a proliferation
in the use of e-commerce for shopping which has boosted post COVID-19.
The percentage of offline retailing is steadily declining as more consumers
turn to online shopping for convenience, discounts and high variety [3].
Offline retail stores can offer limited variety to the customers. However,
accurate demand forecasting can assist the retailer in increasing the variety of
products. This can be achieved if the retailer has the historical sales and price
data. Incorporating price as an input in demand forecasting results in optimal
outcomes as it impacts the overall demand for the product in the market [4].
The information can also help to maximise profit and optimise revenue under
inventory and perishability constraints [3].

The offline retail industry is a highly competitive environment where
retailers have to constantly devise ways of sustainability and growth [5]. One
aspect of this is pricing each product correctly which is a crucial component
of profitability [6]. It is a data-driven method that balances consumer demand
and profitability of each sold item to maximize overall profits. Price opti-
mization is constrained by inventory cost of outdated items and perishability
cost. A surplus inventory of outdated items causes the shortage of inventory
of other products [3]. Some items are perishable because of deterioration in
value, technological changes and shift in consumer preferences [7]. Hence,
for a perishable product supply chain, it is important to consider inventory
control and determination of pricing.
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This paper aims at proposing a price optimization approach making
use of demand forecasting using machine learning. For this purpose, linear
regression algorithm was used incorporating price as one of the inputs.
We have used the linear regression algorithm because of its simplicity and
easy interpretability by the retailer. Followed by demand prediction was the
price optimization incorporating inventory and perishability costs. However,
this technique has a drawback that we cannot use price optimization by linear
regression for some SKUs, the identification of which can be done by using
a feasibility index as described in the later sections.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an
overview of the literature on demand forecasting and price optimization.
Section 3 describes the methodology used for the development of the price
optimization approach and feasibility index. In Section 4, we present our
numerical evaluation, results, and in Section 5 we discuss the implications
of our findings.

2 Research Background and Literature Review

Accurate demand forecasting is essential for retaining a competitive edge
along the supply chain in today’s changing industry. Improved demand fore-
casting enables consistent operations with reduced inventory costs across the
whole supply chain [8]. Demand forecasting is estimating future demand for a
good or service, which is influenced by a number of variables. By accurately
estimating future consumer demands, retailers may make the best possible
decisions regarding their purchases, inventory levels, production schedules,
and resource allocation [8]. It is essential to include price as a variable in
demand forecasting models since consumers frequently evaluate prices across
stores when making purchasing decisions [9]. Additionally, fluctuations in
the costs of related commodities might affect a product’s demand [10]. As a
result, while projecting demand, we must take into account both our pricing
strategy and market-competitive commodity prices to make wise pricing
selections.

Price-demand interdependency has been studied in [11] in the domain
of online fashion apparel retailing. The idea of price elasticity of demand,
which gauges how responsive demand is to price fluctuations, is also covered.
Moreover, demand will be extremely responsive to price changes if its price
elasticity is high, which means that even tiny price fluctuations can have a big
effect on demand. Markdown pricing is typical in fashion retailing because
merchants strive to sell all of their inventory before the end of very short
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product life cycles, hence [12] implemented a markdown multi-product price
decision support tool for fast-fashion retailer Zara.

A relationship between a dependent (predictor) variable and an indepen-
dent (response) variable can be found using the statistical technique of linear
regression. The goal is to determine whether or not the response variables
can accurately predict the outcome variable [13]. Our research shows that
one of the most useful things you can do with linear regression is to use the
results to calculate the regression coefficients and the regression constant,
which will allow you to create a simple mathematical function between
the variables. [14] used Linear Regression (LR) and Least Squares Support
Vector Machine – Artificial Bee Colony optimization (LSSVM-ABC), to
predict product pricing in the market using previous prices. [15] addresses
the dynamic pricing problem in case of unknown demand-price relation
by proposing an approach that strikes the balance between revenue maxi-
mization and demand forecasting, by producing less myopic and profitable
prices. [16] analyses prescriptive price optimisation, a technique that employs
demand forecasting models for several items to determine the ideal pric-
ing strategy that maximises future revenue or profit. They obtained several
product demand forecasting models using parametric linear regression with
feature modifications. The revenue maximisation problem was then recast as
a binary quadratic optimisation (BQO) problem using the regression models,
and techniques for effectively solving this problem were suggested. Econo-
metrics modelling and multiple linear regression are used to optimize revenue
for domestic flights by constructing market demand functions, discussing
elasticity, cost degradation, and passenger diversion in [17]. [18] uses mul-
tiple regression, linear and nonlinear programming to propose a product-mix
pricing method, applied to a sample of cleaning products in a retail store to
analyse costs, model product relationships, and optimize prices for maximum
profit.

Goods can be perishable due to physical deterioration, value deteriora-
tion, or shifts in consumer preferences and technological changes. Studying
inventory control and pricing strategies becomes more crucial for a supply
chain with perishable goods [4]. For a perishable commodity with unpre-
dictable demand and no possibility of restocking, [19] created a pricing
model. The challenge of pricing and ordering a perishable commodity with
unpredictable price-sensitive demand is examined by [20]. The store deter-
mines product price and inventory allocation based on the prior period’s
sales data, selecting the best pricing after determining the best order size,
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but assumes no inventory carryover. To estimate prices for a perishable com-
modity within a set time, [21] assumes negative binomial distribution of client
demand and incorporates factors such as demand pace, buyer preferences, and
sales period length for optimal pricing. [22] developed a model for a single
product manufacturer facing continuous decay, price-dependent and time-
varying demand, backlogged shortages, and multi-period planning horizon,
aiming to optimize price and production lot-size/scheduling for maximum
profit. Similarly, [23] analyzed pricing and inventory control for a perishable
product with a fixed lifetime and first-in-first-out inventory consumption in an
infinite horizon. [3] explores how past sales and pricing data can be utilized in
offline retailing to optimize revenue under market and inventory constraints,
by forecasting popular product demand, mitigating surplus inventory and
losses from outdated products, optimizing prices to attract customers, and
addressing seasonal demand trends, considering the limited stock and options
available to customers and the increasing pressure to provide the best value
for money. Using a dynamic pricing model to move through a fixed quantity
of a perishable commodity in a finite amount of time, [24] demonstrate how
to maximise profits by adopting dynamic optimum policies. The maximum
profit function is also shown to be continuously piecewise concave by [25],
who use a multiperiod inventory and pricing model for a single product at
the retail end of the supply chain. However, a gap that exists in current
literature streams is that there has not been any method proposed regarding
the segregation of SKUs on the basis of their demand patterns and thereby
impacting adoption of different pricing policies for these SKUs. This segrega-
tion of SKUs is an important factor that influences the decisions of managers
and therefore the overall profitability of the retailers. In this paper, we have
developed a feasibility index for this purpose about which we have described
in the later section.

3 Methodology

This section comprises of a description of the methodology that has been
adopted for demand prediction, price optimization and development of the
feasibility index. The section has been divided into four subsections. Sec-
tion 3.1 talks about the data and its pre-processing. Section 3.2 describes
about input to the linear regression algorithm. Section 3.3 briefs about the
methodology for demand prediction and price optimization and Section 3.4
elucidates the methodology to develop feasibility index.
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3.1 Dataset and Pre-processing

The dataset contains the weekly demand and price data of 1000 SKUs for
a retail store for 104 weeks. The demand data for most of the SKUs were
found to be normally distributed. There were a few weeks when a sudden rise
(more than 400%) in demand was observed. The sudden rise in demand is
considered an outlier, and these outliers were replaced by random values near
the average demand to improve the quality of the forecast.

Data were divided into four sets. 1–52 weeks for finding optimised
smoothing constant, seasonality factor, and trend analysis; 53–94 weeks for
training the linear regression algorithm and 95–104 for testing the algorithm.

3.2 Input for Linear Regression Algorithms

(a) To consider historical demand, we first predicted the demand from expo-
nential smoothing with the optimised value of the smoothing constant
for every SKU using an excel solver with multi-start as suggested by [26]
using VBA. Then, the predicted demand is taken as one of the inputs for
the regression algorithms. It helps us to focus on the recent variations in
demand.

(b) A trendline was fit on training data, and a trend prediction was obtained
for testing data. A seasonality factor was calculated, which measures
that, on average, demand for a time interval is above or below normal.
The trend prediction was multiplied by the seasonality factor to obtain
the prediction from trend and seasonality analysis, which is the second
input to our model. Trend analysis helps examine the overall direction or
pattern in a demand over time. This can help identify long-term changes
or patterns in the data, such as whether the demand is increasing,
decreasing, or staying relatively stable. Seasonality analysis involves
examining demand patterns that repeat themselves in a time series over
shorter periods, such as daily, weekly, or monthly cycles.

(c) Price is taken as the third input for the regression algorithms.

3.3 Forecasting Methodology

This data was the used in the linear regression model for prediction. Through
linear regression we got the regression constants and the equation. This way,
one can have the function which can be used to predict the demand using
different values of price. Notably, the prediction from trend and seasonality
analysis and exponential smoothing would be considered as constants for this
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Figure 1 Methodology for price optimization.

estimate because they are made using the historical data and only price is
variable. The output of the demand prediction thus, serves as an input to the
price optimization methodology the flow diagram of which has been shown
in Figure 1.

The demand function thus obtained using linear regression was

D = f(P ) (1)

Where,

D = Demand
P = Price

The corresponding profit function was then written as:

Profit = f(P ) (2)

The optimum value of price for which the profit is maximum was deter-
mined by differentiating Equation (2). However, if the predicted demand at
the optimum value of price comes out to be less than the inventory in hand (I),
the profit function must account for the inventory and perishability cost.

The profit function when D < I is:

Profit = f(P,C) (3)

Where, C = Inventory cost
S.T : D < I

C = (I −D) ∗ p ∗ P {Demand Predicted < Inventory} (4a)

C = 0 {Demand Predicted > Inventory} (4b)
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Table 1 Interpretation of different values of α
Sr. No. Range of α Inference
1 α < 0.52 Optimum price falls beyond range
2 0.52 < α < 0.58 Optimum price is near the range
3 α > 0.58 Optimum price falls within the range

Where

p = Perishability index associated with the SKU
P = Average price of SKU

3.4 Methodology for the Feasibility Index

It is a notable feature that not for all the SKUs, demand will vary with
the price i.e., the price elasticity of demand is fairly low which is usu-
ally observed in goods that are essential having fewer substitutes [27].
Moreover, this can be validated from the analysis of regression coefficients
thus obtained, where we found that for some SKUs the coefficient of price
was very low which suggests that there might be some SKUs where fluc-
tuations in price would not impact the demand significantly. In such cases,
the value of optimum price lies beyond a certain rational range and therefore
we cannot use our model. Since Customers know the best price for products,
we need the optimized price should be in a particular range [3]. There were
also some SKUs where the coefficient of price was less and still the value
of optimum price fell beyond range suggesting that it is not the only criteria.
Thus, before carrying out price optimization analysis, such SKUs must be
identified and for this purpose, we have come up with an index called the
feasibility index. The value of this index depends upon the price range of
the SKU, average demand and coefficient of price. Table 1 gives inference of
different values of α. The formula of the feasibility index is as follows:

α =
−(Coefficient of price) ∗ (Pmax − Pmin)

D
(5)

4 Results

The forecast generated from exponential smoothing with optimised alpha was
compared with that generated using linear regression. The results showed that
the average MAPE for linear regression (23%) was lesser as compared to that
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of exponential smoothing (47.09 %) for 1000 SKUs. This shows that demand
prediction using linear regression is a better and a more accurate approach.
Moreover, the validity of the feasibility index was tested on these SKUs and
it was found that the inference of α < 0.52 held true for 98.79% of the cases,
while that of α > 0.58 held true for 98.89% of the cases.

5 Conclusion and Discussion

Demand forecasting and price optimization is crucial for the success of a
retailer in a supply chain. Traditional methods of demand forecasting have
been replaced by machine learning algorithms because of better accuracy.
In this paper, we have used the linear regression algorithm because its easy
to understand, simple to use and we can obtain the regression equation i.e.,
the demand function. We first generated a trend and seasonality analysis
thereby incorporating the general trend as to how the demand is going to
vary along with the seasonal factor considering the seasonal demand. This
was followed by generating the prediction using exponential smoothing with
optimized alpha for which we had used the solver available in excel ensuring
the multistart option. Using excel solver integrated with the VBA tool in
excel is an easy way to find optimized smoothing constant. This prediction
was then compared with that generated by linear regression. Our findings
validate that linear regression is a better model for prediction as compared to
conventional methods such as exponential smoothing with optimized alpha.
The price optimization model used the prediction from linear regression as an
input and was solved under the inventory constraints. However, in our model,
we have assumed continuous flow of inventory into the system and thus, the
study can be further extended by incorporating the supply constraints. Also,
a limitation of our literature is that it doesn’t provide any information about
the pricing decision methodology for the SKUs for which the optimum price
falls beyond range and thus, it can be extended further considering different
pricing decisions. Furthermore, the identification of SKUs for which we
cannot use the model due to fairly low-price elasticity was to be determined
so that a different pricing policy can be used for such SKUs as the price
obtained from our model would then be out of the consumer preference
pricing range. Thus, we had developed a feasibility index which would help
the mangers easily segregate the SKUs accordingly. The feasibility index
was found out to be around 99% accurate when tested on the 1000 SKUs
and thus, can be used by retailers with the availability of historical demand
and price data. Hence, by identification of these SKUs, managers can make
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better decisions regarding pricing policies of different SKUs and accordingly
manage inventory flow in and out of the system keeping in touch with the
consumer demand.
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